We calculate the second virial coefficient of anyons whose wave function does not vanish at coincidence points. This kind of anyons appear naturally when one generalizes the hard-core boundary condition according to self-adjoint extension method in quantum mechanics, and also when anyons are treated field theoretically by applying renormalization procedure to nonrelativistic ChernSimons field theory. For the anyons which do not satisfy hard-core boundary condition, it is argued that the other scale-invariant limit is more relevant in high-temperature limit where virial expansion is useful. Furthermore, the cusp existing at the bosonic point for hard-core anyons disappears in all the other cases; instead it is shown that a new cusp is generated at the fermionic point. A physical explanation is given. * cjkim@ctp.snu.ac.kr 1 In this letter we would like to calculate the second virial coeffecient of a system of anyons Anyons are particles exhibiting fractional statistics characterized by a statistical pa-
theoretically by applying renormalization procedure to nonrelativistic ChernSimons field theory. For the anyons which do not satisfy hard-core boundary condition, it is argued that the other scale-invariant limit is more relevant in high-temperature limit where virial expansion is useful. Furthermore, the cusp existing at the bosonic point for hard-core anyons disappears in all the other cases; instead it is shown that a new cusp is generated at the fermionic point. A physical explanation is given.
after performing renormalization, one can relate the renormalized coupling λ ren to the scale parameter of self-adjoint extension in a specific way [9, 8] .
Since the free anyon gas has not been exactly solved, one usually resorts to the virial expansion to study thermodynamic properties in high-temperature low-density limit. For example, the second virial coefficient was calculated for anyons with hard core in ref. [10] [11] [12] .
Here an interesting fact is that, according to recent analyses [9, 8] , λ ren = λ 0 (hard-core case)
is an infrared fixed point, while λ ren = −λ 0 is an ultraviolet fixed point, with λ ren flowing from λ 0 to −λ 0 as the renormalization scale increases. This implies that the virial expansion for usual anyons with hard core is not much relevant for the case of colliding anyons in high-temperature limit where the virial expansion is useful. Therefore it may be interesting to calculate the second virial coefficient for anyons with an arbitrary boundary condition and study the behavior as the scale changes. Indeed, we will see that in general the result of hard-core case does not represent a typical behavior of the other cases. For example, the cusp existing at bosonic point α = 0 in hard-core case is a very specific phenomenon which does not occur in the other cases; instead a new cusp is generated at the fermionic point |α| = 1 except the hard core case. We will give a physical interpretation of this result later.
Let us start with the Hamiltonian of a system of free anyons with mass m and statitical parameter α in bosonic description
where
is the Ahoronov-Bohm-type vector potential and r = (x 1 n , x 2 n ) denotes the position of the n-th parthcle. As mentioned above, this Hamiltonian does not specify the system completely and one has to give a suitable boundary conditions when particle positions coincide; we will give the explicit form later.
In two dimensions, the second virial coefficient B(T ) is given by [13] 
where A is the area of the system and Z 1 and Z 2 are the one-body and two-body partition functions, respectively. They are calculated as
where λ T = (2π/mk B T ) 1/2 is the thermal wavelength and Z rel is the single partition function of the relative dynamics,
with
After the separation of variables ψ(r) = e inθ R n (r), the Schrödinger equation for H rel
where n is even since we are working in bosonic description. Also, since α enters (7) only through the combination n + α, we may restrict α to the interval [−1, 1] without loss of generality in considering the energy spectrum [1] . Equation (7) is nothing but the Bessel equation and the general solution of (7) is of the form
where A, B are constants. For n = 0 the constant B must be chosen to be zero for square integrability, but for n = 0 (s-wave case), arbitrary A and B are allowed. This leads to an above-mentioned one-parameter family of boundary conditions for s-wave [14] ,
with the corresponding solution given by
where σ = ±1 and κ is a scale introduced by the boundary condition. If κ → ∞ with σ = +1 we recover the hard-core boundary condition ψ(0) = 0. 1 In addition to the solution (10), if σ = −1, there is a bound state satisfying (9),
with energy E B = −κ 2 /m. (Thus the parameter κ in the boundary condition appears in the bound state energy.) To proceed, we introduce a circular boundary at radius R as usual [10] . It will be taken to be infinity eventually. Then the allowed energies are
where k n,s R is the s-th zero of J |n+α| (kR) = 0 andk s R is the s-th zero of (10), i.e.,
Hence, compared with the hard-core case, only s-wave energy spectrum is changed 2 .
The second virial coefficient can then be written as
1 If σ = −1, formally we obtain ψ(0) = 0 when κ → ∞ but it does not correspond to the usual hard-core limit. Actually, the system is not bounded from below because it has a bound state with negative infinite energy as seen in (11) below [14] .
2 Also there is a bound state contribution if σ = −1.
where β = 1/kT and B 0 (T ) is the second virial coefficient for hard-core anyons calculated in ref. [10] ,
To perform the summation in (14) in the limit R → ∞, we rewrite (13) using J −|α| (x) = cos παJ |α| (x) − sin π|α|N |α| (x),
where η(k) is defined as
Then, from the asymptotic behavior of Bessel functions [15] ,
it is easy to see that, for any ǫ > 0, there exists an integer s 0 independent of R such that if
In other words, if s ≥ s 0 ,
Now we split the summation into two parts
The first term will vanish eventually as R → ∞ and so the second term dominates the whole summation. For s ≥ s 0 , we may approximatek s 's in the summation with (20) and the error is easily seen to be O(ǫ · R 0 ), which vanishes as ǫ → 0 and R → ∞. This allows us to replacẽ k s by a functionk(s) defined for real s as
when s ≥ s 0 . Then by use of Euler-Maclaurin formula [15] , the summation may be converted into an integral,
where we did not write explicitly other terms in the Euler-Maclaurin formula which are
) and
. Thus we get 3 this constant term, one can get the correct result
From (17), η(0) = 0 unless κ = 0 and so we drop this term from now on assuming κ = 0 4 .
From (17), dη dk
can easily be computed. Insert this into (24), we finally obtain an integral expression for the second virial coefficient,
where ε = βκ 2 /m.
The above integration cannot be performed analytically in general. In case of semions, |α| = 1/2, it is reduced to the error integral,
3 With the second term 1 π η(0), (24) generalizes the usual formula for second virial coefficient in terms of phase shifts [16] whose naive application does not produce the correct result in anyon case as noted in [11] .
Comparing with B 0 (|α| = 1/2, T ) = λ 2 T /8, we see that the second term becomes dominent for most of ε except near the hard-core limit ε → ∞ with σ = +1.
For general value of α, one can obtain various limiting behaviors by examining the integral. First, for ε ≫ 1, we find the asymptotic behavior
We see that, for σ = +1, the hard-core result is recovered but, if σ = −1, the bound state contribution dominates the virial coefficient. (28) is physically meaningful only for parameters in the region κ 2 /m ≫ k B T ≫ ρ/m where ρ is the particle number density. For ε ≪ 1, which corresponds to high-temperature limit, we find after some calculation
which differs from the hard-core result by −2λ 2 T |α| for ε = 0. Alternatively, one may consider the behavior of B(T ) near the bosonic (α = 0) and the fermionic (|α| = 0) points. After some calculation, we obtain 5 , for α ≈ 0 and finite ε,
where ν(ε) is the Neumann function defined by [18] 
.
Therefore the linear terms in |α| are cancelled out, i.e., the cusp at the bosonic point existing for hard-core anyons disappears. On the other hand, near the fermionic point, we find
where f σ (ε) (σ = ±1) are some complicated functions of ε involving exponential integrals whose explicit forms are not much illuminating. Thus we see that in general a cusp exists at the fermionic point |α| = 1 for anyons without hard core.
The physical reason for this change of the cusp position may be the following. For the hard-core boundary condition, anyons behave more like fermions in the sense that they cannot overlap and the lack of hard core for bosons is responsible for the cusp [12] . In constrast, for other boundary conditions, anyons can overlap like bosons and this generates a cusp at the fermionic point where particles cannot overlap.
We plot these results in Figure 1 . Also, Figure 1 clearly shows a cusp at |α| = 1 and smoothness of curves at α = 0.
One may be able to generalize this calculation to a system of multi-species of anyons obeying mutual statistics [19] . This system is known to be related with multi-layered quantum Hall effect. In this case self-adjoint extension is allowed in p-wave part as well as in s-wave part and it introduces another scale parameter. Field theoretically it would correspond to introducing a nonrenormalizable contact interaction with derivatives of delta functions. It may be interesting to see the effect of these scale parameters on various physical properties of the system. Also, the analysis of this paper may be able to generalized to a system of non-Abelian Chern-Simons particles for which the second virial coefficient was recently calculated in the hard-core case [20] .
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